Service Description

Azure Foundation Design & Build
Prepare the groundwork.
Whether you are deploying your first production
application to Azure, or adding to a complex portfolio
of existing workloads, Compugen will guide you
through the Azure Landing Zone implementation
options and tailor them to your requirements.
This service is designed to assist organizations with
the most important step on the cloud adoption path
– designing and building a strong foundation for the
Azure environment

Working closely with your team we provide the
following services:
•

•
•
•

Environment design based on Microsoft
reference architectures and deployed
using Compugen built automation for a
consistent and effective deployment
Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Azure
Tenant, and Directory provisioning
Network, Security, and Governance policy
configuration
Azure AD, Backup and VPN core services
integration

Choose the plan from the table below that best aligns with your requirements.
Basic

Premier*

Test/POC

Any

Scripted deployment of planned foundation





Configuration of Azure Policy, Monitoring, and Security





Extend corporate Directory Services or leverage Azure Platform
as a Service (PaaS) offerings





Knowledge Transfer (limited to noted hours)

2

4

As-built Documentation





Deployment of the following in Azure
Workload applicability

Establish On-premises to Azure connectivity



Configuration of Azure Backup and Update Management (Cloud
based workloads only)



Windows and Linux Server template creation



Employ Azure Firewall or leave open for customer solution



Establish Remote Administration capability



*

Included in the Azure Workload Migration Bundle
Please see that Service Description for further details

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

Approach

A proven and solid foundation on which to support your cloud-based
needs
Deployment established within hours/days vs. weeks/months
Cost optimized and monitored environment built for scale
Resiliency and reliability baked right in
Bring your own services, leverage what Azure has to offer, or both

The following activities are completed under this assignment:
1. Design workshops and plan creation
2. Implementation of the plan into Microsoft Azure against your tenant
3. Validate, document, and review the deployed solution

Pricing
Basic
Fixed Fee
Invoice type
Service Code
Customer
Responsibilities
Out of Scope

$15,000.00

Premier
$25,000.00

One-time

One-time

Customer engagement for project duration
Compugen admin level access to your Azure tenant
Migration of any existing workloads and services
Remediation of any pre-existing issues
Data Circuit provisioning, changes, bandwidth remediation, and/or optimization

Why Compugen
Compugen is a recognized Canadian leader the creation of Microsoft Azure based solutions.
Skilled and experienced Azure experts who understand the full potential that the public cloud has to
offer and can recommend solid and proven solutions to help deliver your strategic IT and business goals.

Other services you may be interested in
Migration Assessment
Managed Azure
High Security

An effective first step in your Cloud Adoption path as you move your on-premise environment
to Microsoft Azure.
Let Compugen’s team of experienced Azure Administrators take the helm and provide you
with a better managed Azure environment than you can achieve on your own allowing you to
focus your efforts on managing your business.
Professional Services engagement to assess, plan, and implement a high security architecture
in your existing cloud environment.

